Gardener's Revolution® Weather Defender

Give your tomatoes a head start with the Gardener’s Revolution® Weather Defender. The lightweight fabric provides early spring protection from cold temperatures, winds and harsh sun. The zippered back, makes it easy to install, as well as to check on your plant’s growth.

The Weather Defender is designed to sit directly on top of a Wire Support Ring placed 12” - 17” above the top of the planter basket. Slide the hole in the fabric over the Support Upright and pull it down until it rests on top of the ring. Position the fabric so the bottom fits over the outside of the planter basket (Figure 1). Leave it in place until your plant no longer needs the protection or it outgrows it.

Important: The Weather Defender provides protection from cold temperatures, winds and harsh sun – not frost. Make sure to check the weather for late frosts so you can move the planter to a protected location if necessary.
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